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The'Sclrool District of Philadelphia, through its Division of\Mathematics Education, has produced
this booklet to aid teachers in the-use of the-Mini-calculator in the classroom. Included in this
,nooklet ar,e activities and suggestions.for the use of the calculator from the priniary grades,throu4h
the more sop4sticated sec,dndary mathematics courses. S. \

THE MINI-CALCULATOR IS NOT TO BF, USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR LEAI4ING BASIC
NUMBER FACTS AND ALGORITHMS. It can be used to ieinforce bafsic mathem tical srs. In,
certain situations, it can be used to eliminate tedious time-consuming Computatio s, permitting

emetics curricu-.
lum where the mint-calculator can 'beused to introduce basic concepts through discovery.Zinally,
there.is an inherent motivational value in using mini olculators in the mathernatics classroom'.

Each topic in thiS booklet includes background inforination for the teacher, Suggested activ'Fties,
games, and sample problems. This booklet is not intended to be all inclusive.' It should serVe s an
impetus to teachers to create their awn activitiesinvolving the use of the mini-calCulator. Cla oom
teachers are best qualified to modify and/or ektend ideas within these pages,to meet their in
dividual classrdom needs. The section at the end of the booklet contains additional sources relating

/I V

to the use of the mini-calcUlator in the classroom.
cj
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Deputy Superintendent
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GUIDELINES REGARDING THE USE OF THE MINI-CALCULATOR IN THE CLASSROOM

.
The Division of Mathematics Education of the School District of Philadelphia agrees with the
follo-Wing statement of the National Council of leachers of Mathematics with respect tO the role of
the mini-calculator in education:

"With the decrease in cost of the mini-calculator, its accessibility to stadents at all
levels is inci4asirig rapidly. Mathematics teachers should recognize the potential
contribution of, Os calculator as a valuable instructional aid. In the classroom, the
mini-calculator should be used in imaginative' ways to reinforce learning and to

/1
motivate the learner as he/she becomes proficientin mathernatics."

)

Additional guidelines are suggested:

1. The baaic facts are to be taughrprior to the use of the mini-calculator.

2. UNDER NO:CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THE MINI-CALCULATOR BE USED IN
THE TAKING OF STANDARD' D TESTS:.

3. Unless the rnini-calculator is accessible to all students, it should ndt be used in the talOng
of tests,

4: Recognizing that home use of the mini-calculator will vary, it would be beneficial if
schools could provide mini-calculators fOr student use in the 'School building.

5: The selection of the mini-calculator to he purchased should be guided by the level of
mathematics instruction.

6. Curriculum materials and acthities kor the use of,the mini-calculator as a motiVatiOnal
and reinforcing aid Will.be developed by the Division of Mitheniatics Edueation.



SpLECTING A MINI7CALCULATOR POR CLASSR00114°USE

The purchase of mini-calculaeors for classrobm use should be guided by-the coritent of the c urse in
__Twhich they will be used an8 the instructionallevel of the students using them. While a basic four-

'function mini-calculator would be adequate for most elementary school-uses, a mini-calCula Or with
. logarithmic and trigononietric furiction keys would be more desirable for some advance& se ondad

courses.
,

Basic features should incfude:'

I floating decimal point

at least an 8 digit display
r s

single functiOn keys

algebraic rather than aiith-metic logic

. keys that offr resiaance.whetppressed

9 volt transistbr.,battery power source

*A'rechargeable battery oPerated mini-calculator may be more desirable when bne is purchasing a
calculator for.individual use. ,But when.purchasing a set of calculatOrs for calssroom use, the
advantageg of transistor battery operated units outweigh the cost of purchasing rechargeable ,

batteries.

In addition to the above basic features, many makes.and models of Mini-calculators on the market'
tOday include,other features" teachers may wish'to have on a unit for classroom use. As additional
keys are added td a Mini-calculator, its cost increases. This cost factor niust be balanced against the
increased capabilities afforded to the.user.

Other features maY include:

a memory Unit

a'constant key or built-in constant fundtion

autoniatic round-off or 'round-off key

. overflow or battery weakness indicator
,

Mini-calculators to be used i)i.advanced mathernaticS courses should include:

trigbnometric.funCtions

logarithmic .functions .



t
reCiprocal key

sign change ke'y

foot and power keys:,

In summary, teachers should carefully consider what a unit can arid, cannot do prior to purchase.

FOR PURCHASE.
ALWAYS CONSULT THE USER'S MANUAL WHEN CONSIDERING A MINI-CALCULATOR



PREPARING TO USE THE MINI-CALCULATOR

Check that allsalculators are in working condition.

Calculators May be powered by various sources; a..C. Adaptors rechargeable batteries or 9
volt transistor batteries. If a. c. adaptors are to be used, locate all live receptacles. The use of
extension cord's and njultiple outlets may .be necessary. Consider traffic patterns to eliMinate
tripping over wires._

Stress that machiffes should be cleared after being turned on.

Stress that calculators shou14i& 1fhed off at the end of every activity. Battery operated
machines will lose their charge if iibt turned off. "TURN OFF YOUR 'MINI-CALCULATOR
A.,11-1EN NOT IN USE" should appear On all activity sheets.

Machines may rnisfunction if plugged,in when in "ON" position.

,
If.carCulators are to be shared, groups of not more than three students are preferred.

SUGGESTED SECURITY MEASURES

Number ttiric.:Mtbrs and label with school name using an etching machine.

Mount machines on large size plywood b9ards.

Attach machines tb a rolling 'work table.

Use teacher aides and student monitors to distribute, collect and, inventory
equipment.



CLASSROOM u*s OF MINI"CALCULATORS

USE CALCULATORS AS INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS TO:

Erfiphasize the iniportance of place value, ci
°operations.

Motivate drill activities.

Assist students inAiscovering nunber patterns.

'. Reinforce decimal notation of fractions, ratios and percent.

Focus on procedures, rather than computation, in problem solving.

Enable students to check computations:

Provide an effective instrument ozir peer tutoring.

Although this booklet has been planned for use in classrooms where mini-calculators are readily
available, the use of even a single calcUlator can be a valuable instructional aid.

t operation and order of

USE SINGLE CALCULATORS FOR:

. Individual checking of-work.

. Demonstrations by teacher or student as class follows along with activity Sheets.

USe in a math lab with task,cards.

. Individualized, remedil, or enrichment assignments.

. Small group instruction.

5.



'THE KEYBOARD.

The illustration above shows the basic keys and numerical arrangement, although many variations
exist depending upon the make and model of the calculator. It is the order in which these keys are
pressed that -becomes vitally'important. In addition to external variations of keys,-the internal logic
of various calculators may differ. It is incumbent upon the teacher to become thoroughly familiar
with the calculators that are to be used in the classroom. Explicit instructions will be found in the
manufacturer's instruction booklet.

Subtraction has to be performed slightly differently on machines that operate on arithmetic logic
than those,operating on algebraic logic.-The former generally has a and a key,

whereas the latter has separate- +

have to be presSed in the folloWing order:

ARITHMETIC LOGIC

"37 will appear in the display

, and keys.'In a problem such as 8 - 5, keys

ALGEBRAIC LOGIC

5

' 3" will appear m the display



The internal variations of different calculators become more pronounced when chain operations
are to be performed. For example,,a problern such,as 3 x 4 +.5 k 6 will be interpreted differently
by different cakulators-. Some.will consider the.hierarchy of operations and interpret the above':
example as (3 x 4) + (5 x 6).: Thus, the answer on the display will be 42. Others will interpret a
problem in order from left to right. The above example will then become ( (3 x 4) + 5).x 6 which
will produce an answer of 102. Still other calculators will simply clear the storage of an accumu-
lated Product when the + key-is pressed. In the above example, such calculators will clear the
product of 3 x 4 when the + key is pressed, thus yielding an:answer of 30.

THE TEACHER WILL HAVE TO,EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINK THE WAY CHAIN OPERA-.
TIONS ARE TO BE ENTERED TO 0 N DESIRED RESULTS. The use of parentheseS should
helplo eliminate this problem.

The use Of special function keys st , , etc. is best determined by
ieading the accoMpanying instruction booklet. Whenever cNissible, calculators used in the clasi4r-
room should have only those functions w#h which the student is familiar or will become farrilliar

,
during the year. The use Of special function keys .without.an understanding Of the underlying
.concepts should not be encouraged.

Students must be given instructioh on how'to use the Particular make and model Of mini-calculator
to be uded in the classroom. Both its capabilities and limitations need to b stressed. This will
promote optimal use of the mini-calculator hi the teachirig-learning process and 'help to avoid stu-
dent,frustration. The teacher should recognize that exikrimentation is an ef ective learning
experience and allow time for it: The activities and games in this booklet ent\ourage the creativehse
of the mini-calculator as an instructibnal toola 1:
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PLACE
VALUE

The length of display of the mini-calculator you use in the,clAroom will
determine the size *of the numbers you will be able to include in place value

activities.

Students should be aware of:

a. The length of display
b. .How an overflow is indicated

e placement of the decithal yoint at th,e end
ca culators

d. The omission of neriodie commas ifi the display
the digits ot a numb*

Ex4mple:

DIGIT ENT RED

7

f a whole number 4isplay On most

8.

,0111 your calcul tor, enter each of the following: B sure to clear your. Calculator after each

entry.
1

1. 13 . 2163
2. 503 7. 100000
3. 6001 8. 634521
4. 520 \ 9. 1189753'
5, 4791 10. 84317652

Ask students to enter numbers (designated by you) on their calculators. Write the number names

on the chalkboard or hold up flash cards, e. g. forty-seven, twenty-three, one thousand sixteen,
etc.

Enter,the following on your calculator. Remember-to clear after each entry.
-

I., A two-place-number ,with a "4" in the one's plate.
2. A three-place number with a "6" in the ten's place.
3. A three-place nitmber.with a "0" in the ten's place.
4. A four-place number with a,"0" in the ten's, and one's place.

13



\ The reading of numbers and the writing of their number names are important skills to be
developed in the,curriculunl. The calculator is a useful tool in teaching these gkillS.

Enter theSe numbers..and copy Y disp.

1. twenty-six
2. Seven hundred sixtY
3, one hundred two
4. two.thousand, nine hundred seven
5. fifty-one thousand, nine hundred sixtip:One.

Enter each of the following_num ets and-find-their-sums.

, 1. seventy-six
four
twenty
sixty-three
zero

Your answer should be 163

2. seven hundred six
fiye thousand, twenty-four .

one thousand, one hundred eleven
sixty-five
two hundred twenty

Your answer should be 7126

WITHOUT LOOKING, PRESS ANY TWO NUMBER KEYS. COPY EACH DISPLAY AND
WRITE ITS NUMBER NAME:e. g. A `1" and then a "7" are pressed.'

CoPy display.

Write the, number seventeen

3.

v

This type of activity should be repeated by pressing three keys, four keys, etc.

14
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'Circle the great@sfnuxnber.in eAu
your calculator. The.sum stiou

Now place a check nt to the least nuMber in-each group. Add: Compare. with. (B)

Fill iri the cplumns solhat,they agree with the given greatest and least: tOt:als.



The calculator may be used when'teaching.regrouping and expanded notation. Activities such as
the following reinforce these necessary skills,

,

Regroup each of the following t9 name a decimal numeral: .

1000's 100's 10's 1 's

2 3 12

17

10 '14

-4+18 13

17 15 10

10

13 5 19

11

Use your calculatofand find the sum of your answers. Did you get 25000? If not;check yoUr
work.

Rewrite each of the following as a decimal number.

1. 3000 + 400 30 + 7

2? 500 + 70 + 2

20000 + 1000 + 600 + 60 1- 9

4000 + 500+ 40

3000 + 900

1000 + 200 + 60 + 2
. 6

Use the calculatOr and find tlie sunr of -Srour six answiers. Tdrri your unit upside down and read.,
the display. If your display is not a synonYin for "fat", obeck your work.

.4

16
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ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS
and

ESTIMATING ANSWERS

The increased use of the mini-calculatOr will place greater
emphasis on the teaching of rounding off numbers,and .

estimating answers. An incorrect answer may 'appear on
.the display, due to a .student entering a wrong digit,
calculator misfunction or display limitations. A student

,
niust be,able to determine whether or not an-answer is reasonable. The abiiity to estimate is h

,icheck,therefore, not only on student accuracy, but on the calculator as Weil.

Teach stUdenis how to round 'off to 10's 100's" 1000's etc. .
. . , ,

. Teach students When to foun,d off to 10's, 100,!s, 1000's, etc.

. Have students round off nulnbers to be ccnnputed, perform the indicated operation,'and
obtain an estimate priOr to entering the problem on the calculator.

'

Have students then do the pb1ezñ using,calculators and compare their answers to tbe
estimate.

.4

I.°

similiar procedure when teaching decimal fractions.

Activities similiar to the following sharpen students' skills in roundink qff numbers. The Use Of a
"sum of rounded numbers" box provides immediate reinforcement. '

Rourta off to near9st_10.,Enter.each iounded off number:And find the sum:Compare with are
box number.'

Round off Co neafest 1000. Enter:each rounded'nurnber and find the sum. Compare with the box
number.

2194
6547
1714
4981
6053

1770
2004,
6995
7099
5473,

4300.
9078
6572
2194
9984

32000,

19

27



U8E YOUR CALCULATOR TO:

Square ihe numbers below. ROUnd off the anSwers to the nearest whole number. What important

events occurred on these famous dates? ..to

NUMBER

38.6262

40.2492

42.1422

42.5672

43.1852'

43.7942

43.9202

44'.05i2

44.2832

44.3732

dates Events that occurred on the famous date.



A. Round off and estimate. The symbol means "is approximately equal to."

1. 795 + 602

972 , j29

49 x 62

99 19

. 5607 + 3592=1

6 . 8917 875

7 19 X-9 x 12

8 659 ÷ 11

9 (99-31) x 49 rz

10. 6942 x 9

Do each problem above, using your calculator. Compare -each answer with your
estimate.

Estimate the answer to each problem, then do each problern using your calculator.
Were your estimates reasonablt? The first two have been done fpr you.

ESTIMATE CALCULATION,
REASONABLE
ESTIM.ATE?

427 + 660 1100 1087 YES

x 31 9000 899 NO'

1000 89

2136

158 x 2

9857 + 4999

$5.00 $1.98

2673 -4- 99

21



At the appropriate leverof instruction of your students, provide extensive multiple choice
activities similar to the following.

Estimate the ansiiters: Circle your estimate for each problem.

1. John walks at the rate of 5.2 kilometers per hour. In 4 hours he walks

Car costs $3875. The down.payment is $967. What is the balance?

$3000 $2500 $1800

Calculate the answers: Use your calculator and place the answers below.







WHOLE NUMBElig Basic skills are continually reinforced'throtighout all levels
of the curriculum. When providing drill work in basic
skills, use the mini-calculator for immediate reinforcement
of students' responses.

.

The following activity may be teacher-directed with entire class responding, or used with pairs of
students working together. Problems may appear on the chalkboard, on-an activity sheet or on
flash cards.

Enter each problem On yourcalculator, respond verbally with answer then press

2 x 2
3 -x 7
2 x 9
8 x
3 x 8
6 x 9
4 x 3
7.x1

5 +.7
4 + 3

+ 2
6 + 1

11 +7 8
_9 + 7
12 + 3
'8 + 0 ,

32 7:- 8 11 - 3
54 -4-- 6 6 2

3 4 - 1

56 -4- 8 7 - 0
14 2 10 - ,9
21 3 18 18
63 9 12 - 4
36 -4- 6 19

Use your calculator to determine which of tbe following'Oroducts,ar
only correct answers.

correct. .Circle

826

x 68 = 1732

876
x 456

399456..

2468
x 1357

3?49076

6. 176 x 268 = 47158

.2., your calculator T determine which of the following quotients are correct. Cr:
c:_ly correct answers

1. 21033 57 = 269

. 1292 4- 17 =

. 3425904 4-1929 = 1766

12177 -4- 99 = 133

6. 39933 87 459

It is extremely irnporti.nt for students to realize that the human mind can'think while a
calculator cannot "think", The calculator has been programmedbY-humans to do calculations
ver: :apidly and accuratel,.. However,.some calculations can fils lindled More effiCiently by the
human mind than by the ;:.alculator (i.e. itis faster to do soine'problems "in one's head" than

25



I

to take the time to enter the probleen On a calculator). Certainly, most of us would use a calculator \
to compute "26.76 x,32.056"but would do "25 x 10" mentally. .

Consider multiplying whole numbers by 10,-100, 1000, etc..or multiples of 10, 100, 1000, etc.
A calculator May be used to discover, that multiplicition by 10's, 100's, 1000's:etc is the same
as annexing a zero to the number being multiplied, 2 zeroes, 3 zeroes, etc. But, once this is learned,
the use of the calculator is unnecessary. To emphasize this idea, try the folldwing activity: ,

Now that you have learned some rules for multiplying by 10's, 100'5 and 1000's and multiples,
of 1(A, 100's, -and 1000's, the following examples may be easier to compute in your head
rather than a:sing the calculator. Pit yourself against a student with Both of you
should start at the same time, you comptiting mentally while your fri nd uses the calculator.
Both of you should write down each product. See who finishes first. GETREADY ...
GET SET .. . GO!

1..-* 34 x. 10 = 11... 32 x 30 =4

2. 97 x 100 = 12. 25 x 40 =

7170 x 1000 = 13. 330 x 100 =

999 x 100 = 14. 37 x 1000 =-

. 45 x. 20 -- 15. 1000 x 875 -=

10 x 100 = 16. 100 x 46 --

167 x 10 = 17. 10 x

. 50 x- 200 = 18. 400 x 2_,'

. 19 x TOO -- 19. 50, x 30 =

10. 4567 x 20. 20 x 15( =

:fitt
When providing practnce acti Ales for
of some of the moti- ationaf aspects o_
several of the diaits can be interpreted
but asari integral part of ou activity

0

leration wita wliotel=ibers, the teacherean take, advantage
:al.culator sage.' When ne display is turnet upsJde

as letters. se this not :-.7-_erely'as an interesg diverSitm, 1



Do these problems on your calculator.' Place your answers below. Do the indicated
pperationg to obtain alinal result.

. 544 + 168 2. 1300 4- 2 3. 158 85 4. 203 x

4. RESULT

WITH YOUR ANSWER STILL ON THE DISPLAY;TURN YOUB, CALCULATOR UPSIDE
; DOWN. YOU NOW HAVE A TALKING MACHINE. \

. 4

r,

Make up a set of problems including:some with incorrect solutions. Give them to a class-
mate with a calculator and hayehim/her circle only the correct answers-. Your partner
scores a point for each correCtly cirCied answer after whiCh yon and you'r partner reverse
positions.

Do:these problems owyour calculator

. 6S 33 2. 1 x6 3. 391 - 104

Enter y: answers.below __ad add.

ycL::
work.

2.

=he trs Signal, C:.ongratulations'. If liot, oheck your



GOAL a calculator game for 2 players

1. Enter start number in the machine.

Use only the designated operation key.

Alternat6 play be entering a one digit number and pressing the operat

The first person to display the GOAL wins.

If the goal is "surpassed", game is a draw. )

START #51
OPERATION -

GOAL 0

GAME 4,

START #73 \
oltAATIQN+

GOAL 100

GAME

STOT #16'
OPERATION

GOAL 160

GAME'

START;#600
OPERATION -

GOAL 555

3AME

3TART #0
)P.ERATION

3 0 A L 18

GAME

_START #1
7.-PERATION x

..7-70AL

START #621
OPgRATION

GAME 19

START #400
OPERATION

GOAL 10

GAME 11:

START #650
OPERATION

GOL 5

GAME

STAIVI
OPERATION. x

GOAL 12

GOAL 12 -

START #48 I

OPERATIC):

GCAL
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Magic Square Repairs!

Use your ca1cu14or to find an incorrect entry in ea9h of...the magicsquares below. For a
square array to be a magic square, each row, column, and diagonal must have the same
sum.

Examtle:

10

-26

14 to

22

' 30

Locatibn of incorrect entry?.
Row Column
Correct entry for location?

14

75

44

69 74

59

34

89

24,

84

29

54

,i39

LOcation of incorrect entry?

Row 2 Column

Correct entry for location? 1

2

2475 198,- :979

1732 2:17F.., ; 2,574

2277 2376 1991'

Location ofinccirrect enr:-.y?
d Row Column

!Correct entry for location?

Location of 'ncorrect entry?
Row Column'
dorrect entry fdr location?

6:-.

4 .2t3

56

28

21

27

56

42

3E

14 I

L 2atio- of incorrect snt7-?
E Co:
C -reCt .ntry for 1 Jon:

29



Forbidden Keys!

In the following problems, use only, the designated number keys. You may use any of the
function keys on Your calculator. ,e. g. make your display read u El by using only the

1. Use only the

2. Use only the 8

key 5 times to display FT

key 8 times to display 1

3. DisplaY Firri Ei by 'using onfy the key.

Use only the key 3 times to display Fl F0-1

Uge only the'Fil key 4 times to display 121141

Ise each of the , E , m [1] keys but once in any

order to display E
7. Use each of the

order to-display

and Fri keys but once in any

A mini-calculator equipped with a constant,key has many advantages for the classroom teacher.
Check the instructional manual that accompanies your mini-calculator to determine if your '

machine has this feature. Depending on the model and make of the mini-calculator, the
constant key will work differently:

Suggested Activities:
(An Alcor Grand Prix mini-calculator wa. used in the following examples.)

. 1, Basic counting practi4e

VreSi.

,SliSplay will read 1,

press R 2
1

3; 4, 5 'etc.

disblay wip read 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 etc.

press 100 F:1
disPlay will read 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, etc.

1 =1

, etc.



s

Counting-backwards

Wess I 1001 .0 n
display will read 99 98, 97, 96, 95,. etc

Dress HD .4-
clisplay will read 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, e c.

A

3. Drillog multiplication facts'

prem

1.:11

display will read 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 etc.

press

display will read 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, etc.

Drill of division facts

press 1-6-01 Fl F1
display will read 10, 9, 8, 7 6, etc

Multiplication as successive additi6ns

'press H
Display will read 2, 4, .6, 8, 10
10 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 2

J'

Division,as successive subtractions

press 56

display will read 49,, 42, 35, 28, '2
thus, 56 ÷i 7 =

press

slisplay will read 49

72 = 49



The importance of teaching the use of parentheses, order of operations and properties of whole
numbers 13:ecomes apparent when using calculators in the classroom Most calculators perform

- operitiolis as they are.ente-red: .Thus, if "3 ix 5 + 4 " " i s entered Li Ej n1 U Ej [2] ,

the dispfay reads "19'", the corwct answer. But, if "4 + 3 x 5" is entered 4 1i-jraraFT-1,
an incorrect answer "35" is diSplayed. 'There, are several inini-calculators.on the market tlfat
have "algebraic hierarchy." TheSe machMes are programmed to receive the entire expression, 4.
thewcalculate it according to the process hierachy (parentheses, exponentiation, mUltiplication,
division, addition, subtraction) automatically:

Prior to*teaching order of operatiOns, the use of parentheses arqUnd the product "3 x 5" in the
above example Should:clear up any ambiguities. This raises another important point, though. If

.
'.theplculator being used has no- memory unit,'a student is forced to write an interrnediaty, answer

oil paper Prior toiarriving at a final result when working with "4 + (3 x 5)'!. 'A knowledge of!
'the properties of whole numbers enables the student to enter many computktions directly Without
'resorting to a pencil and paper "memory". To illustrate,

x 5)

DISITAY

H T31

ri

Provide opportunities for students to apply their knowledge of using parentheses; order of
operation and prilperties ol whole numbers. Since all three skills are not usually taught at
the sartie time, lie Prepared to ansvier questions concerning "wrong" answers when students
enteVertain types of calcUlations.

The following activity May be used at the junior high level after all three skills have been taught
in depth. Parentheses have been used only where necessary.

,

4 0

32



Do the'following Using your calculator.,

290 +5 .x. 190 =

2. 627 x 41 + 75

3. (29 75) x 6

4. (11 x 11.'+ 29) x 40 =

5. 4282 X 5 + 11 X 6 =

Find the sum of Your 5 results. Turn spur unit upside'4own. Does yonr display xelleet what
, life is like in our classroom? if not, cl k yoUr wOrk.

Use the calculator to discover rules foi divisibility'.' The followiiig activities are a suggested Sequence
fOr eXplOratorY wOrk. F.',ach can be modified 'to meetindividual ClaisiO-oIn needs':

How'rnay a calculator be used to determine that 'one numter is diVisible bY another?.
Test each first number for divisibility by the. econd.-:

1 565 by 5. 2. 343 by 3 3. 14028 by 7 4 ;297636 by 4

A riumberls divisible by another number if there,is no

What are odd and even,numbers?. _

Check some odd numbers to see if they'are,fliviale by 2.
Check some even numbersto s'ee if thp are:divisible by 2.17
Carryou find an even .number,:thalsla$ divisilft by ,2?
Can.you'find,an odd ,number that isidiVisible
Then what ;isthe rule to tell if a,ntimbe0s.divisible by 2?
A number is divisible by 2 if adoyif

What is a short cut way of mul.tiplyini; a number by 10?
if. yOu don Tremember, try these on the calculator to find out:;,

.10 x 17 2. 10 .x 3; 10 x 230 4. 10 x -1098.

Do you see a pattern?
Then every number with.. .-in the one's place is divisible by 10.
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' Find these productusing your calculator:

1. 5. x 674 25x703 3. 5 x 27 4. 5 x 3040 , X 11311

Multiply 5 by four other numbers.
Do you see a pattern?
A number is divisible by 5 if and only if

Use your calculator to test for divisibi itY by 3-

1. 360 2. 5172 3. 50412 4. 622 '5.. 2721 6. 121212
7. 981 8. .1010101 9. 11476 10. 672000

What is the sum of the digits in each of the above?

1. 2. 3. 4.,

B. 9. 10.

Do you see a pattern? State this-,pattern in the form a a diviibility rule.

Further explorations:

divisibility by 9
.divisibility by 6
divisibility, by 4
use the calculator when determining the prime factoriiatiOn of a number: In
order, divide,numbers hy 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, etc.

I Arse the calculatór to show the uniqueness of a prirpe factorization,

toi

irrespective oforder, i.e., 60 = 30' x 2 = 20 x = 15 x 4 12 x
.' 10 x 6 =--. 2 k 2 x 3 x, 5.

Hereis a check for divisibility. by 11:
A numter is divisible.by 11 if the.difference of the surn'of alternate digits is
divisible by it.' (start froni the'right.)

.

Doe's 11 divide 3014682?

3014682 (2 + 1 + - 8 + 4 + 0)

diyidos 3014682,

12

4 2

34

12



4715
713823
749749

Find the missing digit that will make each resulting number divisible by 11.

Enter a 3 digit number in your dispaly. Repeat the digits to obtain a six
digit.number.

e.g. If "123" is your three digit number; then "123123" is ydur six
digjt number.

1. divide the display number by 7.
2. divide this quOtient by 11.

divide this quotient by 13.

Compare your answer with your original number..

Do this several timts using different three digit numbers.

7\-y dividing firSt by 13, then 11 and .7.

Tryta different order,of divisors's.

Does the order of the divisors change the answer?

Why does this work'?



"IVIY calculator disagrees.r

,37

4 ;



411.

38 .
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DECIMAL FRACTIONS As most calculators display all fractions in decimal form,
greater emphasis will be placed on the teaching of decimal
fractions. There is a very strong possibility, therefore, that ,

the curriculum will change so that the teaching of decimal fractions will precede that of common/
fractions. In order to emphasize the location of the decimal point, many mini-calculators autom -
.tically enter any decimal fraction less than one with a zero precedihg the deciinal poirit by displa ing

0 . when the machine is turned on. This terminal decimal poinfis usually retained in thesdi
play of every whole number. Therefore, a "floating" decimal point is a decided .advantageotis

feature hf the Mini-calculator. It is an aid to complete understanding of decimal notation.

0.

Problems such as the fcdlowing will add interestlo, andgive instant verification of, correct entry of
decimal fractions and operations.

Do the following problems with your caloulator. Be careful Of the decimal point.

(1.5 ?x 2) (2 x 1.1133)

Turn your calculator upside down to be welcomed by the calculator to decimal fractic ns.
If you have hot been greeted, check your work.

Make up a problem using decimal fractions so

The upside down calculator vocabulary may be used with or without a dechnalpoint.
'decimal Point, however, cap be.used to separate two words, (he,is). Refer to the' mini- akulittor
vocabulary list ob page 115.

Activities and wOrksheetS involVing Money may serve as ijn intrOditction to decimal fra .tions.
More advanced topics involve rotinding off, deeimal a d common,equivaknts; combiM tions.such
as 0.02 1/2, powers and roots, repeating decimals, etc1 Rounding off decimal fractiom.l to,obtain
an estimated answer iS an important.component of self-checking and verifying the accuracy of
the diSplay. Some mini-cakudators autoniatically roundoff decimal fractions, including repeating
decinials, that exceed the display lintations; others will trnncate (cut off) at the end of the display.

39
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Discoveringthe equivalence of numbers such as 0.8, .8, 0.80, etc. will reinforce the significance of
the decimal point and zero in place value notation. Non-significanfzeros do not appear in the dis-
plays as they are automatically dropped.

Compare the answers for each section. What do these answers indicate?

2-
026 + .90
26 X 0.900 =

0026 x 0.9 -

34 x .6 =-

034 x .60 =
34 x 0.600 --

0034 x 0.6 =

20
020

20
0020

- .3
- .30
- 0.300
- 0.30

=
=

15
015

15
0015

4-

.5

.50 =
0.500 =
0.5 =

The phicement of the :- poin inech.component of a problem a well as in the be
rein: -ced by the foll ;uggeste activities and others created by the teacher. Be 2.11-

lato: used, studeni be encouraged to estimate the,answer, do the computat, .2.1g the

algorithm a: _L 7,he calculator as a elf-check br as directed.

The mini-calculator cL developing the concepts needed to order decimal fract
,

Enter the decimal point. Without looking press four number keysr Record...the rel.
Repeat this three times. Label the three resulting decimal fractions "high", "middle"
and "low". /

Sample:

0.

. . 0 1

2 0 6

Chottie a team and phy the game of "Hi-Lo". Each player records and labels the three
"blind" numbers as above. The numbers labeled "high''.and "low" by each player are
then compared. The player with the highest number,scOres 2 points; the lowest number,
scores 1 point. ThOwiriner is the first player to reach 25 points: The game can be varied
by entering the decimal point after the first or setk'o' nd digit of each number entry.



In each of the following pairs of expressions choose the one you thiri :i. has the fargest answer

and do the work ildicated.

1. 0.03 + 0.7 0.3 + 0.07 '
2. 1.5 + 6 1.05
3. , 0.03,- 0.001 0.3 - 0.001
4. 0.79 - 0.7 7.9 7

5. 0.007 x 0.3 0.7 x 0.03
6. 1.50 x 0.5. 15rx 0.005
7. 0.16 4.0.04 1.6 i-0.004
8. 0.284-0.2 2.8 --0.02

. ,

Add the eight answers. If their sum is 550.2 your estimates were correct. If not, use your mini-

calculator to cheekyour work.

Be cagful when creating nrobl ir
(0.0000 3 x 1, 0.000323 OC

the disp. car _ity has been e:

The con
to decirn.
is of hal,
key. Itis
calculato:

Es r :essary for roundin...
ractions. Rounding off t,
sistance in rounding off

ialuable to be able to

nultiph: -.:cn of very s- all detrnal
e et_ II:I:al:ors will 6_ olaY a. 'the answet, as

whole numners as an aid to ...,-stirnat pn shcld be extende
.:.) nearest whole number .is ot :;pecial value.,The calculator

.yiinals unless the unit has.a spiaIrounding-off function
-.:ognize that the answer resulth -.1, from pencil and paper or

.,:uputation is within refis:_n.

eiBy
preparing!flash cards of deciml,fractions, activities such as the one below canlae presented.

Use your calculator. Enter the nuMbers that are the'answers, to these questionS as addendS'.

1. Round off 2. 2' 4 2 j 6 to th'e nearest whole number.

2. Round off . to the nearest.tenth.0 9 9

3. c. Round off to the nearest hundredth.0: 0 3 8

4. Round off 0. 0 5 . to the nearest thousandth.
.

Look at the' sum' of tliese numberS.With yoUr Mini-calculator held upside doWn. If it tells you
what to wear on 'yOur fOot,'yoti were right. If nOt; Check your work.
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, The correict digits iri`the answers to the following problems are given .
the decimal point in the right place.

1. 3.46+ 15 + 1.007 + 0.93 = 20397
2: 34.6 + 1.5 4' 10.07 + 9.3 = 55A7
3. 19 - 0.19 = 1881
5. 12.8 x 0.05 = 64
7 S.84 '

o m. Aculat-or to firid le,su
nearest nt- ambeI :s 172, you did

1 you have to do is put.,

4. 4..63 0012 = 461'
6. 2.94 x 1,6 = 470.
8. 15.24 4.0.24 = C

the eight answers. If this sum rounded of to t eh
4.

The ahs- ;ome of the Rroblems -tow are nOt accurate. Cross out th wrong answers and

66'.7rect

97.4319

5. - 17.5
x 1.6

2.8

7. 15+0.02 = 750

6

. 4603 1'7'+ 0.008 =,21.._ 1

-.261.5 - 14.83 = 246.72

2.008 - 0.07 = 1.938

3.04
x 0.93

2.8272

8. = 2.63

Use you( calculutor eo prove you found all the errors.

Do this problem on your.paper.

33928.75 x 12

, Enter the tanswer on your calculator If the upside down display names efamotis Civil War
battle you were correct.
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There is at least one erioi in eKample. Find andecorrect each mistake.

4.955

47.
- 1.3

3.4
.36

6. 1.21 J4.356
363

71'6
716

Check the answers with you calcu_ator. Did you find'all the errors?

Use your calculator to find the answerS to the'following. Re'cord the answers.

213 x 10 =
4.56 x 10 =
0.92 x, 10 =
003 x 1O=H

0.000 x 10 =

-2. 314 x 100
7:39 x 100
0.79 x 100
0.05 x 100

.0.000 x 100

=
=
=
=

3. 716 x 1000 =
8.42 x 1000 =
0.86 x 1000 =
0.09 x 1000 =

0.0004 x 1000 =

Compare the answers. Did you find a short cut that will let you beat the calculator? Try it,on
the folilowing problems. Use your calculatOr to cheek:

: 47 ,x 100 = 16.03 x 10 = 0.01 x 1000 =
0.001 x 10 = 29.4 x 1000 -= 0.340 x 100 =

The same format as above, but using division, should-lead students to diScover the algorithm for
division of decimal fractions.

Lts,

Activities dealing with repeating decimals are usually highly motilating to students. This type of
decimal fraction with its endless repetitive structure arouses interest, especiallY in its relatiori to
'rime number 'denominators and patterns so formed. Unf6rtunately, the display limit of the
aculator may make it 'difficult for the student to be sure that the display shows a repeating
decimal and its period. This again should prove to the student that the brain is much more power-
ful than any calculator because it can deterMine an endless repetitionof digits by seeing a 'pattern

in the division problem. I will iesulCinily in a display of 0.1428571 on most calculators ,

7 r
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which does ngt prove an exac 1..epetitive pattern, Jut comp:ation will reveal both th xact
digits in the period and the:rel Btition of the period..

1 .1428571
7 )1.0000000

7

28
20
14

60
56

40
35

50
49

Here is an interesting number cryptogram to decipher. Note that the answer is a repeating deci-
mal.

EVE
DID

.TALK = .TALK TALK TALK . . .

As you use your calculatbr keep a record of your work.

An aid to determining the period of a repeating decimal is the value bf the denominator of its
common fractidn equivalent. The pe4od of repetition may be as long as one less than the value of
the denominator`or any factor thereoY. That is, if the denominator is, say, 15, the period of re-

, petitiOri may extend 14 _digits before repeating, Or any factor of 14 including one. Thus the
periodic Cyde of repetition of the decimal equivalentS of fifteenths may be 1, 2)7 orip digits,..-
Theiiumber of decimal places retained in a problem is, of course, determined by the required
accuracy of tifet-Coblem.

Note that you have to dptednine if the particular calculatOr in 'use truncates or rounds off di the
ibst digit. If the calculator truncates one more than the required decimal places should be used to .
let'the student ioun-d off thp ansWer.

e
>

Some decimal fractions are neither terminating nor repeating. These decimals are called irrational
numbers. The number '77" ("pi") is the moSt familiar irrational umber, defined as the ratio of the
"circumferenCe Of a, circle to its diameter. The compUter has noft 6arried the value of ir out to a
million place without ilnY repetitive period. However, most jtzhior high teXtbooks use "3.14" as



an approximate value for 77. An interesting activity is the arrangement of the numbers of the
keyboard of the mini-calculatorAo extend this value:

Tr 3.14159263

This r'esults is.a closer approxima-
tion of 771 - 3.1416
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A MULTIPLICATION PATH

A game for tWo or three players to reinforce multiPlication of-decimals.

Materials: Calculators
ok

Game hOard (one 13oard per game is needed)
3 colored pencils (different colors)

Object: . To-achieve the hfghest score by multiplying the'values assigned to the line
. segments thced while attempting to form a continuouS path td an exit corner.

, 4.

Ply: Each player, idturn, travels one line segment. Using a colored pencil, the
,..

player traceS the cdntinuous path thus formed. The value assigned to each jine
segment traveled is used as a multiplier of the product alreadY achieved by the
player., Each player mus,Lenter at the corner indicated, but may exit at any,other

'dorner of the grid. Each line segment may be`usal only once. Paths may not
crOss except at the sakety holes so proyided. The game is over when all players i

who'can, have exited. The whiner is the player with the liiighest cumulative product.
.t.-

. 0:04 1.6 . 3.1

1.001

Varktion:

1.2

gave students.assigrivalues to the line Sep-nen ts. Set die winnscore as the
lowest product; Duplicate enough game sheets for the class.
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Enter the maze at any corner cell. Trace a path through the maze horizontally or vertically.
, L

Diagonal paths are not allowed. You may not enter the same cell twice or cross your path. Add
numbers as you go. The sum of the numbers in the cells through which you travehmust tota1;30.:.

../ ..t
You may leave the maze onlY through the exit cell. Don't ggt

Hint:

1.3

2.16-

'3.11

5.43 1.02

3.64

re are 8 cells in the path.
,

h



THE SUPER CALCULATO,R

101 is a magic number in multiplication. Use your mini-cakiulator, to record the first three examples
in each group. Find the pattern -- Yes, you can! - and do the fest 'with your super calculator - your
brain. Record your answers and use your calculator to check.

1. 2:1 x 101 =
34 x 101 =
86x 101 =
7.5 x 101 -
9.3 x 101 =
6,9 x 101 =
4.8 X 101 =

23.57 x 101.=
31.45 x 101 =
46.23-x 101 =
23.45 x 101 =
18.71 ,x 101 =

2. 4.13 x 101 =
2.65 x 101 =
3.34 x 101 =
1.08 x 101 =
2.14 x 101 =
5.23 x 101 =
6.31 x 101 =

4. 32.412 101 =
A1.523 x 101
42.321 x 10.1
14.543 x 101 =
32.465 x 101 =

For Super calculators: Do the above examples using 1001!!

DECI-DICE

A ganie for 2-4 plaYers to reinforce multiplication pt decimals.

) Pair of dice of different colors
Mini-calónlator (s)
Score sheet 'and pencil

To adneve, the highesk(lowest) score at the end of five turns by Jecording the
cumulative product of successive throws..

f- The players assign each .color to a place value. To sdt the highest score as the
winning score, one die is to be read as a whole number,the'other, as tenths.
To set the score clos4t to zero as the winning score, 'one die is tenths; the
Other, hundredths.

fr

Low

0.65[

,

To initiate plaY, each player throws the dice twO times, recording the throws an 'heir product. ,

This product serves as the initial factor. The highest product deterin)neS the.st mg Player. Each.-

Player, in turn, builds a cumulatiire Product uSing the initial factor and numbers created in each of

fiVe tUrns.:The viinner can either be ihe one achieving thechighestcUmmulative product or the one .

'whose score is closest'to zero, tlepending on the rules'established before initiating play. Once the

_object of the game is determined (1,-iigh or low each player tries to achieve thedesired scOre.
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HIGH4SCORE WINS

18.7
5.6

104.72
x 4.2

439.824
x 6.1
2682.9264
x 3.5
.9390.24240 x 1.3

12207.315

SANWLE SCORE SHUTS
t,

LOW SCORE WIS

x .

Score = 12207.315

0.187
x 0.56

0.10472
x .42

, 0.0439824
.61

0.0268292
x .35

0.0093902
x .13

0.0012207



Use your calculator and
the diagram to answer
the questions below.

15 cm

What i the lenith :Of the fiath from A td-Ceto D?
What is,thq length of the shortest path

FronkA to F?
From B to J?

3. Prove m BCA 900 .
a, 4. What,is the area of A BiG?

5. Whiehfigure in the..drawint has the greate .st perimCeB9

A GRFg? A DKJ?
ter'?

. . .

, 4 )' , 4

Why?



Race to Zero - a calculator game for two players

Procedure:

1. Sterrwith 1 2 3 4 567 8 in the display.
2. Playersin turn divide by any 3 digits with decimal point in any position.
3. The first player to reach zero wins.

Question to explore:'

1. Why does the machine register zero?
2. Is there a suarcesfful strategy?

The concept of infinitely small decimal fractions approaching zero as a limit can be utilized in-the
exercise which explores division by such numbers. As the divisor approacheS zero as a limit, the
quotient approaches infinity. HoweVer, this is not a proof that divigibility by zero is indeterminate.
That concept-depends on the applicatiokof the taw a b =' c if, and wily if, c b.= a.

What happens when yo'u divide by smaller and smaller-numbers? ,

5 5 =-

5 4-- 0.05 =-

5 4-, 0.005 =
5 0,0005, =
5 t 0.00005 =
5 t 0.000005 =
5 4- 0.0000005 =

5 4.- 0.000000000005 =
Did y,ou need your calculator to finish the exercise?



.61
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thsc pattern with the aid Of your calculator, thLn gpply it to the rest
of the examples. Check a few tO sew if you were right.

3 + 9 =
3 99 =
3 999 .=
3 + 9999 =

341
341,

t, 341

2. 42 4- 99 =
42 999 =
42 4- 9999 =

99999 =

± 999 -- 4781
.4- 9999 = 4781
4- 99999 4781

Can yoti extend this pattern to:

9 =
23 ' 9

7:7 9999
99999. =

÷- 999999 =

,_ ,

403
324

-:--,

,.÷-

99
99

=
= . etc?

What kind decim'al4fractions did each problenigenerate?'

'

fi;
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The Circus of P.T. Bimbo
WATCH-MS
HOK) MUCH IS
2+2 ELL'? '1

YEAH k01.4..) ir LOP, CAM
OLLY GET HER -10 EASE
UP A LITTL. OM "[HEW,
CgLCULATORS
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The.eommon fraction cannot be entered ib that
form in a calculator or be so.displayed. For that rpson,
the students must be led to diicover that the form of tOe

cominon fraction implies iVision inetis a h) As the student uses the calculator to
reinforce this cOnCept, a li tol5Ommon fraction - decimal, fraction equivalents should be generated.
Although the increasing use of the mini-calculator and the advent o(the metric system geem to
tnake the common fraction much less important, a will still be a definite part -of our industrial
listem.' Measurements will s'tig be given in such units as halveS, quarter's, fifths, etc. In addition,
the 'common fraCtion Will be Used_as an equivalent form of a repeating decimal fraction. Howevert
,cpmputation with the common fraction,may be piesented as an enrichment topic.

Students should be'introduced to the decimal form Of the cornmon fractions by examining the
notation of dollars and cents:

"one qua ter' (of a dollar)" = $0.25

"one half (of a dollar)""

ts.

Using the knowledge that there are 10 dimes Or 20 nickels or 100 cents in a dollar can generate
the decimal notation foi 10its20ths and 100ths.

7 dimes =,

3 nickels = = $0.15 .

23
.23 cents = .190 $9.23

After this method of 'conversion from cOmmon fraction to:decimal fraction notation Was been
taught, the students-should learn,that the common fraction form ( a ), b 0, implies

b
division (a b). A common fraction, therefore, is entered into the calculator by performing
the indicated di/ision.

, -
A list of commun and decimal fractiontequivalents should be maintained by the students. This
list could he classified by "family" (denominators). In developing this list, students should be,led
to discover that many common fractions have the same decimal fraction notation and are, there-
fore; equivalent.



Equivaloce classes can be generated and verified with the mfni-calculator

',Write the decimal form for these commOniractions. Think "money" to help you do the
problerns, if you can; *use the calculator if you must.,

2
5 10

Are any of the answers the same? Why?

Write6 common fraction.ewhich will read as 0.25 in the display.

4.

f ,

Do the indicated division with your calculator,to Check.

A

4The Mirii-caleulator can be used to deterMine thex,3rder of common fractiOns 'in two livays.
By expressing the caommon fractions in theiisdeelinal, form the ordei relationship can be e-asily

-
determined. Throther meehod uses crois mOtiOlicatiOn to verify the relationship between two,

cipmmon fracti

3

PA3r.
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Use < , > , or = to show the relationship between each pair'of common fractions.

0 9 48 2
96

24 4 12 23
4. 38 6 ,, '. 15 ....a

I

7. 412 423 3104 2104 9. 4612 3712
505 516 4215 3215 s 8731'

A
6521

The conver on of af mixed number to its decimal forni relies on the commutative property for ,

addition of rational numbers to be.correctlydisplayed by the calculator (4 -15--= 4 +

Therefore, the order of entry to cOnvert.4 to its decimal fOrm is [ 5 [
5

Use'your calculator, if necegsary, to record ie,deciial forrn equivalent of 9ach mixed
number:

Piita "O" ori the examples for which you used your calculatOr.

t \ , Ii.

Using the mini-calculktor to cothpute with common fractions offers some problems. The four
basic operations on common fractions can be peqormed by file calculator in three ways:

1. Record the decimal form of each common fraction.in the problem
,using the'calculator, if Aecesssary, for the conversion. Perform the
required operation on the resulting decimal fractions.
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For example perform the tour basi6 operations on

s
dArLCULATOR

jo

, ,

If your mini-calculator has a memory capability, the aboVe recording can be elim

and subtraction by using the m+ and nRIKeyg an4 getting the ai)iwer using the m mory recall

key. For multiphcation and divisiOdit would be necessary to lve as many me ()Ties as there are
terms in the problem.

2. Use the algebraic algorithm for each operation. It weluld still be necessary
to record or store the result of each step in the process.

RECORD/STORE



In similar.fashion, the ThterthediateAteps for subtractiot, multiplication, and division are recorded
in an eXabt progression according to their laws:

a . c d - ac
bd

ad -
.b , c, d # 0

A closer examination of the algebraic algorithm and sonie.manipulation will make it
possible to use the mini-,calculator without recording intermediate restilts or using a
memory. When the student learhs to so manipulate algebraic equations, many formulas,
simplify to single chaih operations done from ldft to right. COnverting equations fOr

calculatorpse is a very interesting activity.

J
though these chain algorithms provide the Shriptest way,to comPhte with, the cornmon fraction,

students should not be allowed to blindly follow the -chain,ingtruction. The students, should go
'through the process of finding the algebraic al6rithrh and manipulating it eor calcUlator use.

The airect use orthe mini-calculator in division of common fractions using the transformed
algvbraic algorithms all but elimihates the need for reciprocals flowever, it WOuld be of interest .

,

to verify that a x -11-- with arithmetic problemsand the calculator. The rec:iprocal
. -a- b c

,key is really not needed as tile implied division is simple to perform.,

: The mini-calculator cri, be used to self-check computations involving cominon fraCtions using
the operational algorithms by conVerting the coMmon fraction answer to itsdecimal equivalent
and compving it to,the result of doing the entire problem in decimal forth.-



Use v each answer to its decimal form andlecord.

1.4t 2. 3. 4.

.6. 7. 8.
+ )

'Use your mini-calculator to do the above prcblems. Compare your answers with the eight deciMal '

answers above; If they match your, computations were corfect. Which is the better at'Ol-for.these
problems - your brain or the calculator?

41,

.143U CAN BEAT ME CAKULATOR! Do the division exaMples aq indicated And record the
,als we rs AS somi as yciu see the pattern write the answers withoue using your machine. Check
to proya-that you can beat the calculatot.!



1. Record the decimal.equivalents of the following family -of common fractions:

Are t ese terminating or repeating decimals? ,What pattern do you see?
at the rhi11iphtion table for 7.)

What are the digits used in each decimal equiValent of the 7ths family?
Order? Write them in the circle. How dOes this help you to see,the patt

(Hint: Look
^,

What is their'
ern? .

Convert the-following cominon fractions to their decithal fractionequivalents:

10:

3

11

17:
6

.2.
-

11.

7

-6-

6
13

15 =

3.

1

3

3
7

5

8
15

°

Record the repeating decimals to 'show the period of refiefition ff you Cannot
determine this from the display, do the indicated division and look for a
repeating pattern.

6 8



An interesting topic that may be introduced at this time would be the determination whether or
not a. t onunod fraction has a repeating Or terminating decimal equivalent. This may be done by

3

faptoring the denominator Of the common fraction to its prime factors. lf, and only if:the prime-
ftctors ofthe denominavr consist of Only two's ansl/o'r five's,, the &pinta' equivalent will
terminate, If, on the Oilier hand . any other,pfirne number is aiTactor,`tbe decimal will repeat in ,
a cycle as indicated by the,faetors of-the nurnber oneless than the denominator.

:e
, .

When common fractions WhOs e. deciMal form,is that of a repeating desimal.are Used in multiplica-
tiori of whole numbers, the answer disphiyed by the calculator does not seem to obey tbek com-

-mutative property for multiplication.

2' 9 2
-3- 3 :

Using the calculator:

(6 x 2) 3 (2 ÷
'?12 3 0.6666660 x 6'

4 , 4

4 . 4 3099996.

(8: x 3) 4 r (3 4-
% , 9 0:75 x

4.5 :-...f."4.5,

.

Anticipate such eonfusionW'hen preparing examples Tor reihforcement drill. .,Oiciii4se;such an
interesting failure to conf4jrm to the iiroperties of rational nuinbers might be a...iery stiinulating

ayto analyze the, role otthe rePeatinedqcimal mid its conveisiori-to its cOmmon fraction
.

equivalent:.

'Ts this 'a magic square.Z If 'not, can you make it a magic square by changing the
number in only rone cell? Yohr Calailator should be a big help.

'

What is the s;uni of ;my row, coltunn, or thayonAl f the iniwir square?



..4411,.

Here are some commop fraction puzzles. Each fraction uses each digit from f through 9
only once, but names the unit fraction stated. The fractions.jare rather large. Hint: the
numerators eontain 4-digits; the denominators 5 digits.

Now you are on your own:

1

5 13

1
7

xeezyotmirn -calculator may,,in the view ok the mathematics teAcher, 13 -the most

°Su rfluoys k y on the entire keyboard. The key simply divides a nuinber by '100, tying the per-
ceit't in its dec mal form. -In addition, reliance On'the %key triay negate understanding the concepts
and applieati ns of percent.

"The basic co ePt of the percent symbol, %, is that,it.is just another way of noting a denominator
.of 100. The student may he letfto the discoVety ot the number 100 in the symbol "%':. Con-
verting a percent to its dFcimal form, therefore, irtiplies division by 100:

14% - 14 100 = 0.14

4 0 0..

4

In-similar fashion, any decimal friction can.be noted as.% by"using the inverse operation, multiply-
ing by-100, .But the,perceni, symbol must be 'affixed by the User as the caleulator cannot display'

the % sign.

The'value of the mini-calculator in percent problemS, other than'beifignsed toSelf:check'
computations, is in problapm involVing.profit and loss; interest, percent of increase and decrease,
etc.

.

The study of ratio and propOrtion using cross muitiplieation to check eiluivalent ratios should
precede topicS in percent. "PrOblemS' involving percept rely, usuallir, on'stati Ile problem In'
formula or proportion forM and performing the indicated Operations.

7 0

03



The table of decimal arid common fraction equivalents developed by the students is probably a,,
better instruciionahaid than the calculator unleS's a series of complex percent problems are to
he executed. ,

), .

nurnbers can be generated with the aid of-a mini-calculator with a built-in constant.

Rhord the last two, three; four, or five digits of the resulting numbers according to the desired
niimber of digits needed in a problem situation. Other random numbers can be generated using
13'as the divisor.

This can be more easily done if thd mini-Calculator has a builtlin constaht.
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"After working on her aceount,
'obvious Mrs. Parker didn't get a

pocket cqiicuhitor, for Cbristrnas."



The mini-calculator is an,excellent aid to use in helping
students discover patterns in mathematics. Therecognition
of number patterns in mathematical Situations is an important
skill to be developed, The nse of,the mini-calculator tiermits
stu:dents-io experiment with a suspected pattern, test hunches,
'arrive at ,..'generalization or to trY another apprat;acli'." Further=
more,'the Use oLthe'calqiilatcg affOrdS'the studerie the

opportunity to explore number patterns involving very large a.nartwie'ry'small numbers.

Many of
kt,

4-

Use your calculator to help you fill in the missing numbers
in the following sequences.

10, 5, 20,

3, 9 . 21,

4, -2, 9.,

3, 9, 27,

5. 999, 899, , 599, .

2000, 500,. , 31.25,

e activities in this section are excellent warm-ups at the start of a lesS6n..
, 11"'

'7
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+ 2 3 + 4 5 e.+ 6 + 7 + 8 +

11 4.22-4 33 + 44'+ 55 77 4,88 + 99

111 + 222 + 333 + 444 555 + 666 + 777 + 888 + 999 =

Now what cko you think this answer will be?

4. 1111 2222 + + 9999
1

Check yOur'guep using your calculator..

5; Try 11111 + 22222 + 99999 =

A

-Conipute

1. 6 x 6 =

2. 66, x 66 =

x 666 =

Guess t e answer to the following:

4. 66 x 6666 =

Check your.gues,s using the calculator.

68



4:.

Multiplication by 11

1. Use your calculator.,to do the following multiplicatiohs:

25 x, 11 = 34 x 11

17:x 11 = 24 x 11' =.

,

51 Ix -11 = 52 X 11 7
4..

What is the pattern?

What is the pattern here?

58 x 11 =

83 x =

-96 A. 11 =

Is it really differentfrom the first patfern?

. Does the pattern work herer

256 x 11c =

512 x

Check your answer with the takulator. If you were right t
machine:

4165275 x 11 = -ot%

this one without.your

0



Compute using your calculator.

Cornrqete the follOwing using your calculator:

(Your Calculator may betof no help.w,i.th (his one!)



)

4
Complete:

1. 101 xs 11 '

2. lOix 111

3. 101 x`r 1111 -----

Guess. ,

101 x 11111 -

Check your guess. Try this One,

5: 101 x nim

4.2

Complete:

1. h1,1 x 22 =

2. 101 x 222 =

3. 101. x 2222

Have a htinch? Guess
1..

4., 101 x 22222

101 x 222222 =

Complete:

1. 101 x 33

2. 1.01 x 333

3. 101 x 3333

t.

s.

Guess! Check your guess usin

4. 101 x 33333

ypur calculator' 's

5. 101 x333333

et

t

,
4



Confplete thejollowing:

1. .101 .x 44

2. 101 x 444

3. 101 x 4444

Have a hunch? Guess

4._ 10,1 'x. -44444
J

A

'Check your guess using your calculator

.Will a pattern exist for 101 x 55, 101 x 555:etc?

If not, Why not?

72,



. 12 x 9 4- 4

. 123 x 9 4- 4 --

If you see a patferti, wii:at would ihe neat two calculations be?:

4.

,15 x 25 6. 65 x 75

. , 5 x 85 =-

35 x 45 8 8 x 95 =

`4.. -45 x 55 = 9. 95 x 105 =

5. 55 x 65 = 10. 10
kr

Describb the pattern,'zibove



. .9A ;How do the -answers.compare to' the answers of the previous e?( rcise?



Compute, usrng your CAlculator:

2 x 14285-7

3 x 142857

d 4x 142857

5 x 142857

6 x 142857

7 x 142857 = answefis higl)

Compare your result's w)th "142857".

In each pair of computations, estimate which one LS the larger product:,

17 'x 18 x 49 16 x .17 18 .

16 x :12 x 14 11 x x 15

10 x 12 x3. 9 -x 12,x -14



R2 3.0 4.5 6.7

a calculato' r with an 8 digit display, is the top "box" an exact answer?

Find ea

1. 37 x

37 7X



987 x 9. +

9876 x 9 + 4

Can you,continue this pattern?
,

)4. 1234 'X 8 .+' a --.

Try to continue the pattern.

a

Find each of the'indicated sums:

2. 12r x 8 + 2
o °

3. 123' x 8 + 3 .----

-Continue the pattern:'.
,

.' 1 x 9 - 1

2. ;21 X '9 188

3. 321 x 9 - 1 288



The niini-carculatoris an' excellent tool to use when studying palindroinic numbers.
Palindrolnic numbers read the same wben the ofderGof the digits is reversed.'g. 44, 121,
623261, '9184819, etc. Findingnalindromic "sumr is an excellent method to use fOr rein-

forcing iddition of whole numb4rs. To find a palindrpmic "sum"; start with asnumber and add
to*itg.the number 'obtained by reversing the.digits, rePeat this process until the "sum" is a

romic Dumber.

. .

+ 34 (reverse order of'43)
77 tne.step palindromic "sum"

154
+ 451

605

ese yoUr calcul or to find palixMromic "su s", keep a,tallY of the numter.of additions'.it
takes to reach wpalit*Imie "surn':.

.

:



Use your calculator to'find the 'next four terms in eac7h.of the folrowing
sequences.:

1.. 2, 4, 6, 10, 16

5, 10, 15,, 25', 40, ,

1; 5, 6, 11, 17,

100, 100 200, 300, 500,

4, 8, 12, 20, ,

. The pattern in each oT the sequences from the previous activity was the same,
i.e. each term in a sequence is the sum of the preceding two terms. This kind of
pattern occurs frequently in hattire and was discovered by Fibonacci and hence
called The Fibonacci Sequence.

(4.

Use your calculator to find the next 10 terms in tlk Fibonacci Sequence:

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13,021 , .



, )
Use the Fibonacci Sequence to generate the next ten fractions in
this sequence:

1. Patterns involving Pasacaf:§ Triangle

Pentagorial Numbers

5. Rectangular Numbers

PaCternS in a 100 Board

Patterns using the calendar





,POWERS AND ROOTS

The concepts of a power as indicating ehe number of
times the base number is used its a factor (125 -= 12
x 12 x 12 x i2 12) and the in.serse olieration
of finding roots are. liore clearly and easily demon-

,

strated with a minrcalculator.The use of special

ftinction keys,
although they will all but eliminate the necessary 'computational skills, maY be of Value in acivLce mathe-.

, ..

.
matics problems. A,built-in constant or a constant function key .will also save time and avoid the trtud-
gery of repetitive calculations and will reinfbrce the conce r peated factor. To find a:power of
a nurnbel, usink a calculator with a built-in constant itinct-

..
t is necessary only to

- ql , kJ,'
N. I ° . . \enter the bass.number, the* IF kl Ana then press the One less tiMe than the indicated

power:

x2"I

The nattire of real toots can be thoroughly investigated with the aid ofbthe mini-calCulator. (If the
calculator has no build-in square root key,, theti.the prOc_edP-Te...of nestmOtritervals may, perhaps, be
the most thathertiatically valid procedure)ilehough other Methods fOilletermining square rpots
may be-4mployed, the 'nested interval,prg edure is performed as follows:'-':"

A

t

Find .17-72. As 64 < 72 < 81, 8 <V77.2. < 9.''Suppose that you guess that -Crr-2 7 .8.5.
011eoiting this guess, you will °find that 8,22 ; = :72.25. Therefore, .F71 < 8.5. Trying 8.4 as

. the-possib nswer results ini70.56: Thus 8.4', < ./1-27< S.5. An intelligent gueSs might be 8A8.',
which whe quared is 74.9t(rciunded to two' decimal Places):This is almOst 72. 8.492 7 .12.0a
Using thenested interval again shomts. that 8:48 < '17T < 8A9. Since 8A52, = 71.995225 and
8.4862 = 72.012196, 8.485 is a reasonable an:Porto the Problem,. If greater ac.ciiracy is desir.p...4 ,

the 'procedure OtneSted intervals cari be repeated until the display limie is reached. The'mini-
calculator hai been a valuable tool, performing thelneedecrcalculations while freeing the student
to visualize the nesting or "zeroing-in",process:

The nested interval method,isAso Useful in estimatingOther riots.
o

72 < 12543v< V 72 zpq
3,

4.13< v. 7g "-:zi.g3

4.163< 72 4.1.7

4.163 3,173 < 4.161,V



Students should solve such prOblems as 3.14, 0.025, WO; etc. to determine those
problems where the use of the mini-calculator is an asset, and where its display limitations will pre-

,
clude*scilutiOn. '

, The algorithms for finding square and cube roots may also be explored and'the results checked with
-Ahe calculator. .

Another methdd of determinint the square root of a number is Newton's Method which is mathe:
matically more sophisticated and which requires more advanced mathematics. The calculator,

,. however, is ideally suited to this;method riefly, it goes as follows:
-

1. Guess the root. This is the first timate.
2. Divide the radidand by the first estimate. This is defe fi .quotient.

.; 3. Add the first estimate and the first quotient. ,

4. ,Divide this 'sum by 2. This is the second estimate.
5. Divide the second estimate into the radicand. This is the second quotient.
6 Add the second estimate and the second quotient.
7. )Divide this suin 1:1,2 This is thethird estiniate,\ .

-Continuirig this a4,eraging brocess will produce a raPidly converging ioot. The geneial form is:

aPproximate square root = .number
2 guess

+ guess)

Exarripte: and

1. Gtieg's, say, 1.5. 'This is the firsi estirnate.
2. 3 1.5 = 2. The firtt quei,tient.
3, 2 + 1.6 = -3.5 ,

3.5 2 = 1.75.ahis is the-second estimate..
5"f 3 1.75 = 1.7142857. This i thAecond qUotient.
6. 1:7142857 + 1.75 = g,4642
7. 8A642857 2 = 1 73214285nih1s is the thinf.estimate.
8. 3 1.7314285 1 731958771his is the third Cluotient.
9, 1.73195 7 + 1.7A214 85 = 34 V162

10. 3.464101 2 = I. 32,050 i" the fourth estimate at Which point the error
is 0.9000 001.

,
i

The usefulness'of t calculator is obvious shortcoming of Newto. n's Method compare'd with
nested intervals is that tle forMer is apPlicable only tO quadratic rdots, thaf ig, rooti,whose indices
Are poWers of 2, whereas the latter method may be uSed to, find'any

...



°

Andther metlibd of approximating squde roots is to use the unit coniinued fraction:

2 1 + 1
2 + 1

2 + 1
2 + 1

2 + . . .

+ 1
3 +. 1

3 + 1
- A 3 + 1

3 + .

The calcidator algorithm for 5

I-1'
Fr: 2

. continuing to press the same keys until the number displayed does not change,

Press the n keys

Ii 1,414 21-3 562 373

1.732 050'8

Use the symbols

32

< or = td compare the followitpg pairs of eXpressions.

23 2.. 22 + 2

,3'x 5' 23 32

4 3 NA76- 36
4. ".'t

7 45 4 8 3 x 3 jc
2

5329. (23.5)2 ,10." 0.15

Whici; problems did you do withbut.a ealcul4or9

to \-4,

.
9 0
4,sf 9,4

ti
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A CALCULATOR CROSSWORD PUZZLE*

18

21

2

I

Across

435 * 370
.4. 6352.,- 365407

5(45 + 31) -`83
(6452 4- 7982)3 + 473051

11. 2(85 + 30) + 252 - 82
12. (453
13. 252
15. ,2(36
)16. 811
1-8.. 3(45

+ 1 5) x 2 + 1011.
7

+ 11'59
+ 222
+ 70)

25),Q.i. 2022 4- 6
22. 62 -' 2
23. VT.ig .

24. 765 2 - 47149
26. 1553 + 17871 + .39391
30. 242 + 31,0
34. 332'.*180*
36. 453

-'37. 24352 + 689 + 7,6-2) + 99
C;

atit266''.+ 1333y - 3094
(W) X' 4560) - 17 582
31755 +,43,78,.- 4415

43. 21010 4- 6
44: 33: +: 443 +, 53 14- 63 + 175
46. (hl. ?x 2).-4- 111 ,

1. 5822 + 3452 + 3626
2. (2130 4- 3) +.) 500(t
3. -9623 x 6
4. (3567 x 11,) - 1499

v5. 62 + 1 5
:g. 1f3 + 9248 .
7. 43' + 53 - 62

. 8. 2(2341 + 227) + 527
14. ° 442
1. 2(41§) + 175

,19. 2(103 + 49)
21. 365 + 240 ,
26. .782 - /511

*.' 27. 6(3872 + 456)) + 9038
28 3627 + 148

2366 I
31. - 263 + 27 3 - 1879
32. i362 + 1273 4: 71r

..33. '567 + 81
35. 5(2356 + 8567) - 808
38. 732 + 2,99
40. 2130 4- 3

^ 42. 3(24 ; ;4) :
4 :1 Vro

Nols

v

First find the answer to the.
Math exetcise. Then invert the.
Calcuillor tO spell out a'Word.
Enter the word hi the puzzle.

*Ruditlph and ClaaSth:. The Calculator Book
4 -86
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(
; D,ug the mOnth of. September'yén staart a speciai savings plan. On Septeinber '1st; you deposit

one ,cent.($ .01): 010epternber 2nd, yon double the depoosil of the,first day inCidepoSittwo
centiT$ .02).'On.the third ;14 yati UNibre, the deposit of the second dasy and diposit four:Cents -,71
($ :.0ire If y-ou -continue to.deObsit money, u p#ir aCcount ft:glowing the same- pattern of
doubling the previotistday's deposits, how, much mon6T will you de4osit oith Iist day of th
month? How mtich moner,Will.yOu-dep'osit during the entire month of Septeniber?-

. .

E4imate your aniwers, then char; 'our. deposit and total unlil you see a patf:crn.'

Deposit
,

Total at end of day

.

If your calculator has a constant key, how-did you use it?



.,
. ,.. .

Use ybur'thini-calculator to.Statt ybu on thii chart: As soon'asl-ypulsee hepattern you-call .,

complete the chartpOn yoirbwrit Record Onlyflie LASt DITOIT o1 .e4.11'reSu1tilif nynilYer
6 ..J.... 61: (Lo.olat the "LOin the circle).

,

...
6 - It . t,,i)

.''',

. 'ii J. 1 . 1 - ..
; . POWER

,

!..u- '1-.

81-

13

4

What patterns do you see? Can y u.exte0 this chair?, DoAbe..patterns hold?

;88



.411.

YoUr Ia writin'k shouldhe

" 2 (422 + 81g + 141263 " will give the answ
calculatór down.

r if you,turn your mini-

Yhat do most people enjoy in their fiee.time?

" 1273 + 6317263. - 3046842 "

Re41 answeT onupsidedowi.disp1ay. 4



. 1
lb

-,s

'Scientific tation is used to rSinifihfy complex poniputation with very large and/or very mall. , ,

numbers.. This is done'by conve,iting ea6h sucli.number to a ourriber betweeh 1 and 10 times a
poWer of ten. ,,,

13486500 .1.34865 .x 107 .

0.0000013T . 3 X 40:8
,

4

The calcUlator can be of aid'only after the problem hes been siated in;scientificnostatiRn.
do-the riequired operation on the deciMal frictions,i)ut the required nurliber of zeros to b
or to precede the result of the compVtation must be determined by the Application of-the'laivs of
exponents.

337560000 x 0.008 3.3756 x 108 xi.8 x 1013 : ef

6738.4 x 459.34 6.7384 x 10-3 x 4 .5934 x 102
4.tt ,.,

3.3756 x 8 100 0
.872467 'x .io6

- 6.7384 x 4.5934X = .0.87'24687

The students,rhust be able-to extend the caltulator algorithms foi Common fractions to problems,
,

necesSitating scientific notations. The number of.factors ip the numerator and deqominatordo not
affect the baSic caleubtor algorithnis for multiplication and division of common fractions:

abed-
ef

The use of the mini-calculator has enabled the student to Coneentrate on u kliziag the rides Of
nrultiplication and division qf powers of ten aided by the laws Of exponents. z

90





The mini-ciaculator will hecome a rnore v.auable _instructional tool
as its use for performing arithmetic calcUlatiOns frees the Student
to concentrate on the algebpic-concePts bing developed.

There are, however, many concepts whose discovery, or verification,
can be Strengthened by the use of the minlicalculator. The proper-
ties Of the naturalWhble; iriteger, rational and real numbers can be

denionstrated Nithout being limited to single digit numbers. Is not 179673 x 42856 = 42856 x
179673 an example of the commutative property fOr multiplication as well as 1 x 4 = 4 x 1?

1,1/1

If the mini-calculator being Used can enter and display negative numbers, it becOmes Very useful
. when/the concepts inherelit to operations with signed numbers are stndied. In preparatidn for
solving algebraic eqUations, it is necessary fOr student& t6 comprehend and iind additive and
multiplicative inverses aS well as to determine the oPerational inverse needed__for solution. When
'finding multiplicative inverses care must be talcen, however, when dealg with rounded off

-.numbers or repeating decimals..When such numberS are involved slighI errors are produced which
the/student shoUld learn to-recognize. A series Of zeroes before the digits on the right generally in-
dicate this error,

Find the Multiplicative inverse

0.285714

7.3
4.6

8. 0.14

10. 8:8?g

Which of the multiplicative inverses are repeating decimal fractions?

The linear equation in slope-intercept form (a special tYpe of function)

mx + b, rn 0

is generally used to graph a Vlues of x were usually chosen from the.sqt'of integers, disre-
garding thecOncept of continuity. Of course, the choices for x were made f6r-ptirposes of
simplicity of computations..Using the mini-ealculator,,this no longer need concern us! While a
rigorous treatment pd Continuity is!beyond the scope of elementary algebra,11Ve pan show intui-
tiVely that, the funCtion y is continuouS between any two values of x, i.e., y ekists for'all.value's of
x: While we are liMited by the capacity of a particular calculator, many students will accepetwo or:
three decimal places as sufficient proof. For example, graph:

,



4
. .

In the:past, We dettiinined the:values of y fOg x = -2; 0; and peihaps 3: We can now sho
exists:not only for x = 1 and'2, but also 1.75;'etc.

,.Further,, we need not restrict ourselves to suen siniple.equations": It is not-a-gieat
to graph: 17.3y = 1.84 x .+ 0.32

As was indicated above;the calCulator becOmes a handy tool for solvingRquati
have to content ourselves with scilving such equations as 3x 7 = 19. The so
needs to consisi of integers with only a separate section foi non-integial solu
solve equations such as 23.7x - 15.2 35.8,as easily as the above exampl
calculator solves one as quickly as the other.

Equations of a'mdxe complex nature inlay need some manipulation to b
equivalent'forin* which can be entered on the mini ca1kilator unless s
available. These manipulations into single-line calculat r algoiithrnS b
calculator has no memory, or recording the results of, ntermedia e*s

thanipulation is, in itself, a guide to the siudents' abiIiy to use 1ge
displayed answer may be nedessary if any intermediate step result
such equivalents are:'

1

+
13 d

+ c

ab cd = a X b, d d

a c

b d

a c

IT
ad b c

x2 + y2 + z2 = x2 y+yxy z+ZxZ
This calculator algorithm limits y and z to non-zero values.

*Operations done left to right

t/ r)

94

that y

more effiort

s. e no longer
tion set no longer

oils. We can now
since the mini-

,transfoYmed :into an
ecial function keys are

came a necessity, if the
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raic laws. Round* off the
in a repeating deciinal.'A few



,
The tr,ansfbrination of the quadratic fornrula

4ac
.x =

-

needs a Square root key unless the eiudenfrecords the resulting radicand and uses an arithmetic
,

method to find itS approximate root:''However, eXamination Of the discriminant to determine the
nature of the roots can be greatly siniplified with the aid of`the calculator.

The Students, left free to decide on tfiefeqUation necessary to solve a problem, but leaving the labor
to the calculator, may not cringe when word problenis, are disciissed, especially those involving
work and mixture problems. Thus the Ittident is able to think algebraically, not arithmetically.

Realistic problems-Of interest to students rather than contrived ones, can now be poSed.

Solve the f011owing:

. Do you get good mileage on a cat if it required 6.4 gallons since the last fill-up after
having travelled 237.7 miles? .

In 1973, gasoline cost about 26.9 cents per gallon. How much would the gas have
.coSt for this trip in 1973?

By 1975, gasolinepriCes had increasedio about 58,9 cents per gallon. (This may
still seem chean at, the time you solye this problem). How much more would the
gasoline-have cost for this 237.7 niileltrip in 1975 than in 1973?

What was the percentage increase in the cost of*gasoline over the 2 year span?

Considering this'2 year span,.What was the annual-inflationary spiral for gasoline?.

Assuming a 9% inflationary spiral from 1975 to 1976, how much will the,237.7
mile trip cost for gasoline in 1976 assuming also that the efficiency of the car
remains the same?

The pointoof the abcpr.e problenis is for the students to learn What to db rather than merelY to pro,
duce an answer O coUrse, you must assess the students' Mental proceSses from these answers,'

: But just numbers aik not sufficient. The numbers have tO be inthpreted to represent dollars,
-6cents; miles per4all n, per c ent, etc. This has to be done by the students and will indicate that the

student understAds the problem. Minor itariations in the anSwers may be due to differenees in
calculators, i.e., truncations and rounding off. The queStions should be-franied sd that yoU maY
asic"What wolld you do to determine.the answer to question no. 1? "What does this answer ie-.. ,

present?" etC.,



The:Solutions of the problems and the in erpretations of the nSwers follow:

237.7 6.4 ;=

6.4 x 26.9 4- 100 =

x 58.9 ÷ 100 -',1.72 =

,

(58.9 - 26.9 )-26.9 x 00

/-
2.05 '--- 1.72 x 100

119,4-2 =

The d play show 37.140625. This is to be
inte reted as about 37 miles per gallon. This
is -enerally a good Mileage for cars in 1976.

Display shows 1.71216. Rounded off, the gaso-
line 'e-Ost for The trip in 1973 was $1.72.

The display shows 2.0496. It means that the
trip cost $2.05 more for gasoline in 1975 than
it did in 1973.

;.

The display shows 118.9591. This means that
there was an approximate 119% increase in the
coSt of gasoline over a two-year span. The %
sign.inust be shoWn, otherwise the answeris
,meaningless. Ano her way to calculate this
problem is:

This is a bit shorter and uses the solutions of
no. 2 and.no. 3. The display showS 119.18604,
which is approXiMately 119%.

The-display Will show 59.5 which is to be in-
terpreted as the average annual percentage
increase' in the cost of gasoline between 1973
and.1975.

(9 100. x 55.9 + 58.9) x 6. 100 =

The display will show 4.108864, which is
, approximately $4.11, the cost for gasoline in

1976 at an assumed 9% inflatiOnary spiral.
Note that $4.11..is the lull cost of gasoline, not
an increase over any previous cost.

AJ

Problems similiar to these can be made up by t e teacher. Note that the emphasis must be placed on
the understanding Of the problem.

1 0 0

'96.



The concept of operations itherd can be reinforced with the use of the mini-calculator.
Particulart3i, what happens when We enter "..3/.÷.0 ".'?' What is shown in the:display depends upon

. the make and type .of calculator, bid whatever is shown should indicate the faet, that.division by
..zeroiS indeterminate.

The.properties of zecrO for addition subtraction and multiplication are also simple to demonstrate .
with the Use of the caleulator.

Graphing polynomial functions, solving systems of linear equations, applying the Pythagorean
Theorem, investigating number Se'quences-and series:and, the.analysis of statistical tables are but a
'few 'of the algebraic, topics Whose siudy Can be aide'd by the use of a mini-calculator.

_The,calctilator With a memory eliminates much of the time necessary to approach the limit.of-the
.sum of a series.

Estimate the sum of.the series as the denominators become successively smaller:





GEOMETRY

Geometry is one area of the mathematics curriculum in which the calculator can -be used very ad.'
vantageously. It can free the teacher and/Students from doing time-congliming computations in
order to concentrAte.on the geometric concepts involved.

Some specific sed of the mini-calculatOr include:

1. evaluating mathematical -formulae
2.. findinWMeasures of angles
3. finding lengths of seginents .

4. finding areas of polygonSand circles ;

5. finding vOlumes Ofisolyhedia and spheres
calculating ratios and prOportions

. determining the nuMber of diagonals that may be constructed in a polygon of n
sides, a polyhedron of M fades, etc.

If the calculatdr tO be used has square root capabiity and a memory, problerris can be introduced
Which We generally omitted in a geometry- course' due to the lengthy calculations involved.,

,

,
pjoblemSinvOlving Pythagorean relationships Can be explored more fully using the calculator. An
approximation-of r , the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter, is easy to handle using
ithe cajCulator. 4 value of can be generated to a high degree of accuracy.

Given the length Of a side s Of a regular inscribed polygon of,n sides,
;the length of a side t of a

/
regular inscribed' polygon Of 2n sides'is £ =12r2, .,

,

circle.

To evalnate TT, take a circle of radius land inscribe a regular hexagon. The perimeter of the
hexagon is 6. Doubte the'nurnber cif sides of the hexagon, obtaining'a regularInscribed dodecagon.

( The length of each side can be deterrinned from_the formula
.1

t12 /2r - r 14r s2 1J2 - = 0 51763809

-The perimeter of the dodecagon iS 12 x' 0.51763809, = 6.2116508. Continuing this Process and
dividing the perimeter by the diameter (2) we get-increasingly closer approximatidns of ir.

length of 1 side perimeter perimeter -÷ diameter

1 3

12 0.51763809 6.21165708 .8.105828.54
24 0.2610523$ " 6.26525722 113262861'
48 0.130-80.626 6.27870041 3.13935020
96 0.06543817 6.28206$96 3.14103198



,,
-0e,faboiious compueatiOns involved are obvious. Using a cakulator with square root cipability
rheMorY greatlyrefices the ainount of Work involved, One carhydw take an;inscribed polygon of
192 sides,.384 sides; 768 sides, etc. Accuracy will diMinish as the number:Of significant digits are
reduced due to the display limitations of, the-calculator." .

It is suggested that there are many prOblems and topics in geometry similiar to the one described
where th`e,Use-of the calculator is advantageous, Calculator,usage, is to be encouraged in these
situations.' Following are several such- situations: ,

Given: ,an isosceles triangle ABC, AB = BC. Find the area oteach of these
Iisoceles triangles using theformula A=. ab

(1) AB 15
FSC 13.

(3) BC 25
(4) AB 30
(5) AB , 25.
(6) AB 2

= 18
AC = 10
AC = i4
ArC = 30
Ac = 40
AC- 3

-

Given: 'right triangles viith legs a-and b and hypotenuse c."In each ot the
.Tollowing examples, One of the dimensions is omitiked. Fill in the blanks.
(The Pythagore'an relation is a2 b2 c2) Carry your results to two
decimal places. 1-

,

(1) a = 1.5

1.25'



In a regUlar polygon of n sides, if lines are drawn from the center of the_polygon
to thy vertices, we form n congruent triangles. Each angle in a regUlar.palygon has

1 360 1 0
a measure of (n-2) (--)tor- (11,2) (36Q ). Vsing the trigonometric ratios for

2 n 2n . .

the sine ancicose -of an oangle,,firid the length of each side in the polygon, and the
area of-the polygOn, given the radius of the_regular polygon and the number of
sides. Carry results to four decimal place's. (The area of.a regular pOlygon is equal
to the number of sides times the length 'of a side times one half the.apothem (the
apothem is the distance from the center tO a side.)

(A = (I) *here
2

. of sides I = the length of a side)

(1)

= n number

(2) n6 r=3

(3) n =- 10 = 5r
*#

(4) n36 r12
(5) n120 r6 .7

(6) n --- 360 r = 10

1.

103.





Thq empliaMs On trigonometry has declined Markedly in matheOatics education since the mid-
, fifties. Once a senior course.in the Mathematics curriculum, trigonornetry has become aipart of
second year algebp, or it has been integrated into a senior mathematics course usually designated
as Elementary Functions.

Admittedly, the calculationS that are necesskY tpr apOicationslof trigonometry are time consum-
, ing. Other iinPortant topics and concepts could 'not bdt-explbred dUring the 'given period of time.:

It WaS partially due:,to an'effort to easethe laborious computations in trigonometry ar;d astronomy
that John Napier develfted logarithms.in the 'sixteenth century.

With the advent of the mini-calculator, trigonometry shoiild again become a Motivating and in-
teresting topic, not only froth Ats illustration as a set of\ fundtiona baged on the rotation of a keCtor

I
about an origin;-but from the point of view of applications.

-It should be pointed out that awhile even-the simplest calculator will be of help with-the tediOus'
mUltipliCation and dkvision,involved in solVin,g triairgles, the calculator for problenis in trigono-.
metry should have theSe additional capaliaities:

At least one memory
Square root key
x-y e'xchange key. "!
Sine,_cosine tangent fiMctions
Arc-functions
Radian degree switch

Some calculators have hard-Wired routines.for degree-minuee-second conversions, but such routines
are not essential.

In sorVing problems, it is possible,to_press the wrOng keys in .what might be a lengthy,procedure.
Renee, the following steps are essential in avoiding,errors: :

J. Write down the krimila.
-Substitute given values.
Farniliarize yourself with the 'workings of your calculator Whati

YPur calCualtdi4nand \cannot do.
Writedown answers to interrnediate steps.
Cheek. final-answers.

107

107



The following exercises should illuttrate the procedure:

C.
Given.: Txiangle ABC with

angle,A = 138045' 16"
side b = 148.15
side*c = 62.340

Find: 8ide a
. Angle B

Check answers

Using the law 'of cosines to find side a and angle B, We have

a2 b2 c2 - 2bc,coi(A)

= 148.152 + 62.342 - (2) (148.14(62.34) cdS (1386 45' 1$")

3886.28 - (-1388843)

= 39.723.13;

71

Here is the firs,t answer which, with Practice, may be obtained in a few minites, proyided the°
calculator has the necessary capabilities. Certain nunibers may be stored for later use for finding
angle B.'To find angle B, we use the.raw of-cosines again, this dine in the form

b2'
'cos (B) = 2ac. ,

39723.13 .+ 3886.28 -.2194&42
24849.97

21669.99 0.87187067
24849.97

cos-j (0.87167067) 1- 29.3466°
;

B = 290 20' 48"

To check these answers, students May recall a theorem from geometry that states-a relationship
between thearigles Of triangle and the Side opposite these angles. This is formilized by the law of
sines as



Using the calculator, we ran easily find that angle.C. ,=;,119096.° or 111° 54'..25"..The above stated
ratio&.c.an be Calculated. The'degree.o ac'euracy is ctependent upon die mimber,of igits retained..

.

A second example might 'be used as a laboratoiy,experiment. Many high schbols have a rarelyalsed
transit sitting in a-closet. Such a 'devi0;iilias innnmerable uses in trigonometry. In'Our example, let

.6tJs.niêasure the length cif.hallway A1413, out the usual tape measure,

. Set thelransit at pOint d,,2n) frP.M.A..wall,(Point.A). Level tranSiLsO that sight-line &is horizontal..
.Have a student with target pples'agalnS(the Wall at endof hallwaY (B). Adjust target until it is in
line of sight of transit.,.This is measurO'h.-

Drop target tofoot Of pole and :trayerSe transit to .fooLapple,:Take the reading of angle r.

Knowingangle r, and the height?.1i,,We.can carculate..the length pf the hallWay:

.tan (r) s

. Therefore, s =tan r

.:
. The'ealCntator is tiseftil Whenjteaching the cOnceptotithe,"ratip of:the. two.;sides of a right triangle...

remaining contint, for eiwifacut(angle.regardless or theiength of the sides. .

. .

awl length or hallwaY A.B s + 2m.'



C

4

Fill in the following blanks. Use your calctiltor to,express all ratios as
decimal fractions,

:

AD = OD ADJOD =
BE = OE = BE/OE
CF OF CF/OF

Compare the three ratios, what did you find? The ratio is called a tangent.

Giyen right triangle ABC', = 900
Use your calculator to determine
all the other sides and angles of
the triangle from the data given:

c = 85 35°
2. , a B = 80°
3. a 500 A = 55°
4. a ---- 100 b = 125
5. b = 125 = 200

1 10
110



Given any triangle described by the liagtam

Apply the Sine Law: a
-sin A:

the tria, ngle not given.
sin C,

a)10 id those parts-of'

Using the Cosine Law; solve the foHowing triangles tor the parts not given:.

a2 b ± c,2. -.2 be cos A,
'1)2 a2 .4= c2, - 2 ae cos B

a2 ,+-132 2,ab cos C

1. a = 17
2. a = 75.
3. b 85
4. a ,--- 6

To find the-radius of -the circle inscribed in a triangle, use. the formula:

b =, 12
b = 40
c -- 105
c = 3

(s- a) (s b) (s, -
.-S

a,1° b + c .

wnere s

Find the radii of eircles inscribed in triangles whose sides, meaSure:

1. a = 34
2. a - 15

.3 *:- a = 13

b -7 26
b. '- 55 '
b 12

c - 16
c , = 66
c --, 9

Find the 'measure of the angles of the triangles whose side Measures are.given above:
(use.,the Cosine Law and the:Sine Law)..



b and c are the measures Of the sideq of the triangle. Find the area of each triangle.





CALCULATOR VOCABULARY

Many nui bers appearing in the display form
words Wh the mirii-calculator is held upside
down. Enc urage students tri create examples
and word. p i "blems which will result in a dis-
play necessar to forma desired word or phrase:.

Many calculator books will include mply such crimpUtations and word problems.

The student must be cautioned, however, that because the mini-cal
down, the number in the display is in reverse ordepto,the letters ea
desired word. The numbers and the letters they represent are as follo

tilator must be turned upside
reprdsents yilien spelling a
s:

7 ----> L

--->B

kpartialglist of calculator vaCabulary is given imalphabetical order. A few iroper nouns,have been
included; *dents might make a separate list of such names .

s are'discrivered, they. aan be added to the-mini,calculator vocabulary list:

CALCULATOR VOCABULARY - PARTIAL

\Number Wld Number
i

,I4 Word ' Number
,

dW
.

Or Number Word

38 BE \
338 BEE
93 I BEG
7738 BELL , .

3773 I BEL Lk .

818 r,i:BIB-
37818 BIBLE:"A-,

918 j
BIG

39718 BILGE
7718 BILL
57718 t BILLS
55378 BLESS
55178 I BLISS
808 I BOB
908 BOG

/9908 I BOGGLE
7108 BOIL
0.08 I

BOO
5508 BOSS
883

1
BAB

733 ,
I

E8L
993

1
EGG

.0.93 EGO
73 EL
37819173 I ELIGIBLE
773 ,. 1;-:' BLL

31573 ELSIE

,
:339 GEE
35339 I GEESE
739 I GEL

5379919
7719
3379
8179
0.79 ,

8079
38079
55079
0.9
378809 t
5309
5379909
0.09

cl 4509
34,
7334 '
51.34
0.7734
14

'' 4914 .
7714
514 !
5514
04

.0.40404
318804
0.804
304 sfy

904
3704

GIGGLES
I GILL' ,

GLEE ,
, GLIB

GLO
,GLOA
RLOBE
GLOSS
GO
GOBBLE

I GOES
GOGGLES
GOO
GOSh
hE
hEEL

I hE.IS
I hELLO

III
hIGh
hILL
hIS
MSS

i
hO It

I hOh0110
I hOBBLE

h0B0
bOL'
hdG

. I hOLE

0.04
3504
1

771 '

51
3751
337
937
3781937
137,
5537
73817
317
0.7 , _

807
907
0.907
7707
35007
3507
5507
0
35380
391780
553580
40
0.140
710
370
0.370

h00
hOSE
I
ILL
IS
ISLE
LEE
LEG
LEGIBLE
LEI
LESS
LIBEL

i LIE
120

I LOB
I LOG
I LOGO

LOLL
LOOSE
LOSE
'LOSS
0

I OBESE
,, I ,013LIGB

OBSESS
j70F1

OHIO
OIL
OLE
01,E0

3790
335
7735
32135
345
77345
77145
3045
518045
15
39315
4915
7715
0715
515
3215
372215
491375
0.75
8075
3075
45075

- 0.5
805
7105
705
3705
0.705
91,2
0.02

OGLE
SEE
.SELL
SEIZE
ShE
ShELL ,

ShILL
i ShOE
I ShOBIZ
I SI

SIEGE
I SIGh

vILL
LO

S

SI.E
SIZ LE
SLE GH

` SLO
SLOB
SLOE
SLOSH

I SO
I SOB

SOIL
SOL
SOLE.'"
SOLO

I ZIG
I ZOO

. 1,15

1 I



Note: In order to enter words ending with the letter "o", first fess the decimal point key
.'/e.g. m- FYI "spells" hELLO.

Examples:

You can be stung by a "125 + 250 - 37".

The killing took place between Halloween arid Christmas. The vietim's last word was
"(4002 - 597) x 2".

The opposite of skinny is "20 x (2 x 3Q2 e..31)" .

WOBD PROBLEMS TO MAKE YOUR CALCULATORNALK!

If yon*Make $2,885.90 a Month for 20 months, what have you got? (multiply)'

There are 128 firemen at a building,fire, the average temperature of,Which is 418\degrees..
The building burns down. Ilkirt did the fireMen forget? (multiply),

,

,

If a man walks 2,946,973 inches per nionth, for.18 months, what does he need t replace?

(Iii'lujaplY) 4; N:'
. .

\ 4. \
\

1

-If the work efficieney of an elf is .001924 and Santa is dOwn to hiS last 21 elves, what Wilt -
he say'? (multiply)

What EurOpean river is 720 miles long, an average Of 5 fathorns deep, and an average o
273 yards wide.- (720 x 5) + 273

Whaet American University was founded in 1865 with 247 transfer students and 78" fregh-
\

. man? (1865 x -247) 4.- 782

7. If 888 men spend 52' weeks on board ship and then in the'next 2 days take over the ship,
what's the Captain's name? (888 x 52 + 2)

What are you likely to be after 5 days of a 7,076 calorie diet? (multiply)

'If a lion's cage has 35,007,552 barS and 18 fall out,:where's the lion? (subtraet)'



/

TO. find the nswers to the followiit questiOns,'wor,k Ole indicated probleMs'on your mini=ealcula-
tOr-, turn the; calculator upside doviln and read your answers.

What is the ghost's favorite wordt ?
CalCulate: 1.84 23 =

;-

What did the spciety lady call the hobo?
Calaulate: 1938 X 25_ x 41.4- 24

What did the doctor tell Roberjs mother?
--Calculate: (5552. + 5208,03) x ;93 + 70804 .=

What did the Casino boss think as-he.watched William ivinning' at
Vegas? ,

Caláulate: 7 x 5 x 100 + 7.7718

When the,ghost frighfened the little girl, what did she say?
Calculate: 0.07 x 0.111 x 5 0.'00123 =

,

he garne tables

Where did Yon get gas today?
CalCulate: 142.15469 x 5 = or 284.02212 x 2.5 =

at are the two important dates in the development of .Americ
Calculate: ,32159, x 464 = (Read an'swers right side-Up)

X.CALCULATING STORY

birections: .'Solve each of the following thirty-two addition problems using yoursaiculator. Turn
the unit upside down to read each missing word from-the story. Place the words in order in the
blanks. Raise your hand when you can read the entire story.

1. .22864 2. '0.084
+ 14954 t 0.056

. 341
+ 369

. 810
8

13. 278
+ 237

17. 42,715
+ 34,630

. 12,
+ 2

.6 4827
+ 2278

3. 0.321
+ 0.232

7. 21013
+ 16725

4. 3 60
.+ 3854

24827
+ 401,80

10. 38384 11. 0.113
-4- 19354

14. 1278 1 . 4271 16. 2152
+ 1 + 2837 + 1553

12. 2813303
+ 2505601°

1 . 2118-
+ 3220

19. 5101 20. 0.N4.173
+ 704 0.6261

, 24. 0137
-0.658

2a,, 4018,
`.4- 1489 + 7581,

1 7
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+ 350-

Deep M the

30. 4115'
+ $620'

31455 28 . 2514
+ 21590 + 3023

31 38g0. 32. 21215
+ 1658 + 34163

belt of southern , Fawner Jones live§ With hiS familY hp'on
baronsphose wealth ,also is deriv-d fro,

watch, as several of hi, .

; has tieS a , of arOund
to alert the family in case they tried tokray. "We

, named fol. the farpOus..
°! the . Fatmer Jones has been on the

fl,)ffi the farm ni,-; wife, a° d soUthern
deek,of eaL. shettcd in the

heed a watchman", therall agreed...

One sunny afternoou,the Joneses'were busy at their practicing on her- , Mom
about to filet Of for.luncir, Junior arranging his Collettion a,nd Far'haer JoneS
tehcling.his -Suddenly, Sis heard,_corning from the pordh. '..":she called .

r she was answered:Before her!stoOd an old "WhY dc[you cy?",.she asked.

haVe suffered a tremendous 6id the nian'.1.`My....1.,,..j...,were toohigh for me.to pay and
my poor: . wife and .thildren are hUngry I have tried to get a job but ,rve.worn the doWn
on my from walkhig:so many milesji'm willing to.WOrk for money than-Others just
to support my,family:.1 willPlow, dig -, harveSt the croPs or tend the animals,.::":

z

"My father needs a shepherd", replied, Sis, and she ran to

FarmerJones agreed to hire the old man And proxed to be a goOd inviting the entire
fainily to johc him in his ings of food, shelter and domradeshiP. No longer did the cows stray
and everyone lived happilY ever after,
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